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Abstract In this paper, an online adaptive model-free tracker is proposed to track
single objects in video sequences to deal with real-world tracking challenges like
low-resolution, object deformation, occlusion and motion blur. The novelty lies in
the construction of a strong appearance model that captures features from the
initialized bounding box and then are assembled into anchor point features. These
features memorize the global pattern of the object and have an internal star graph-
like structure. These features are unique and flexible and helps tracking generic
and deformable objects with no limitation on specific objects. In addition, the
relevance of each feature is evaluated online using short-term consistency and
long-term consistency. These parameters are adapted to retain consistent features
that vote for the object location and that deal with outliers for long-term tracking
scenarios. Additionally, voting in a Gaussian manner helps in tackling inherent
noise of the tracking system and in accurate object localization. Furthermore, the
proposed tracker uses pairwise distance measure to cope with scale variations and
combines pixel-level binary features and global weighted color features for model
update. Finally, experimental results on a visual tracking benchmark dataset are
presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and competitiveness of the proposed
tracker.
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1 Introduction
Visual object tracking can be considered as the task of detecting and locating an
object of interest in a given video sequence. The object may undergo appearance
variations due to illumination changes, occlusions, deformations, motion blur, etc.
Also, the presence of similar looking objects (distractors) in the scene makes the
tracking task more arduous. Despite the abundance of research on object tracking
in the computer vision literature, there is no available full stack tracker that can
address wide-range tracking challenges. Thus, there lies a scope of improvement
for developing more accurate visual object trackers.
Domain specific applications like face tracking, human, pedestrian or hand
tracking allows the algorithm designer to make some prior assumptions about the
appearance of the object. Although well suited for some specific applications, they
target specific objects. A tracker that can be generalized to a variety of objects
is often more desirable. Therefore, building on such concepts lead to the notion
of model-free trackers [11]. In such trackers, the initialization is performed in the
first frame using a bounding box, and the sole information on the object to be
tracked is derived from that first frame. Our proposed approach is a model-free
tracker, where the initialization is performed using an axis-aligned bounding box.
In order to track an object efficiently, three aspects are crucial for any tracking
process. First, building an appearance model that describes unique cues of the
object such that it can be detected and tracked. Hence, the appearance model must
consist of strong features that provide evidence of an object’s presence. Second,
the appearance model should be flexible for tackling appearance variations of the
object. Finally, the appearance model should be updated at the correct time so as
to accommodate environmental changes due to illumination, scale, orientation etc.
Therefore, a correct updating technique has to be determined to prevent erroneous
features from being included in the appearance model.
In the proposed tracker, these three crucial aspects are considered, including a
fourth crucial aspect related to the third i.e., preserving consistent features in the
appearance model for object localization, while removing inconsistent features. In
our tracker, the short-term and long-term consistencies of a feature are evaluated
at every frame during the tracking process. Together, the long and short-term
consistencies help to predict stable outputs and prevent the tracker from becoming
overly sensitive to sudden changes in the environment. Moreover, including this
fourth aspect also helps to track object in long-term tracking sequences, since the
consistent features are retained in the model to locate the object.
The rich representations and feature models provided by deep learning methods
[34], [33] are growing popular for visual object tracking and are delivering state-
of-the-art results, however, they incur higher computational cost which is highly
undesirable for tracking applications. On the other hand, simpler models based on
color features and keypoints are capable of capturing distinct cues of the object,
and perform equally well or sometimes even better than rich models in some
scenarios [27]. Therefore, thinking along those lines, we propose an anchor point
appearance model. Numerous keypoints on the object serve as anchor points, and
are arranged in a structure defined with respect to the object center. Each keypoint
predicts the object center location with its respective structure acting as anchor for
the object center prediction. This structure of keypoints encoded with the object
center helps to deal with occlusion and object deformation tracking challenges.
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For deducing an accurate update strategy for a tracker, we believe that it is
important to take advantage of both local and global features of the object. With
the advent of binary feature descriptors like BRISK [19] and FREAK [25], it has
become possible to find similar regions in an image at a lower computational cost.
But, as they process larger image regions, it is difficult to identify local appearance
changes at the pixel level. The LBSP (Local Binary Similarity Pattern) [31] binary
descriptor provides pixel level change detection. Instead of comparing patches,
comparisons are done at the pixel level. To identify appearance changes at the
global level, RGB color information is used. Taken together, binary descriptors and
color information help in successfully updating of the appearance model because
they prevent unwanted update at wrong time during the tracking process, for
example during an occlusion, which might result in tracker drifts and track loss.
For accurate object localization, it is important to take account of inherent
pixel noise of the tracking process. Particle filter-based methods like [3], [23], and
motion-based methods like [29], are classic approaches for object localization, but
do not consider the inherent pixel noise caused by local deformations during track-
ing. Hence, Gaussian prediction strategy proposed by [5] can be utilized to deal
with the above stated challenge as it helps to compensate for the keypoint feature
displacement during scale change and fast motion of the object.
Finally, it is important to retain robust discriminant features in the appear-
ance model for a tracker to be successful. Hence, an online method should be
devised to determine the consistency of features during tracking. Thus, in our
proposed tracker, for each feature, consistencies (long and short-term) are deter-
mined. The long-term consistency helps to retain consistent features for tracking
and short-term consistency helps to control the sensitivity of the tracker to sudden
appearance changes due to occlusion, illumination variation, etc.. Hence, consis-
tent features should be kept in the model and others should be removed quickly
or ignored temporarily.
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, a new
model-free tracker called TUNA (Tracking Using Numerous Anchor points) is pro-
posed to track generic objects, with a novel appearance model that captures local
and the global information about an object. This information is captured using
numerous keypoint features that are assembled into anchor points. They record
the global structure of the object with respect to its center and the local informa-
tion with its keypoint descriptor. Unlike other appearance models that emphasize
on a single type of representation (either local or global), our model encapsulates
both local and global features for a robust representation of an object. This new
representation is distinctive and helps in dealing with distractors present in the
environment. Second, a new updating strategy for appearance model is proposed
using a combination of pixel level binary features and global level color features
that determines the appropriate time for the anchor point appearance model up-
date. Third, a novel technique is proposed for determining scale changes. Unlike
other methods [13], [24] where transformation matrices are initially computed for
adjusting scale, we propose a pairwise distance method between keypoint features
for estimating scale change of the object. Finally, to preserve robust features for
tracking, long and short-term consistencies of a feature are estimated and evalu-
ated online during tracking. The long-term consistency aids in retaining consis-
tent features for tracking and evolves (increase and decrease accordingly) with the
tracking process, whereas the short-term consistency is evaluated instantaneously
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and aids in controlling the sensitivity of the tracker to sudden appearance changes
due to occlusion, illumination variations, etc. Additionally, a strategy to deal with
object deformation and occlusion is proposed with a Gaussian voting for accurate
object localization.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
related research work in visual object tracking. Section 3 describes the concept of
the proposed appearance model. Section 4 and 5 describe the tracking framework.
Experimental results and analysis are presented in Section 6. Finally Section 7
draws the conclusions.
2 Related Work
In this section, different representations used by trackers to model the appearance
of objects are presented. Generally, object representations can be classified into two
broad categories, i.e. generative and discriminative. In generative representations,
the object is modeled using features extracted from the object and then the object
is matched by finding the most similar region compared to the model as in template
matching trackers [23], [22]. For example, Mean-Shift tracker [7] uses color features
to find the object of interest, and Frag-Track [1] models the object using histograms
of local patches. Trackers like IVT [28] use subspace models to incrementally learn
the object representation. Sparse representation trackers like [20], [41], consider
a set of linear combination of templates to represent the object. The generative
representations are usually less complex, but they are often unable to tackle the
cluttered background scenes due to lack of background information included in
the model, and might easily fail in such scenarios.
In contrast, discriminative representations consider tracking as a binary clas-
sification task. CSK [9] uses color features and employs an online binary classifier
for tracking. OAB [11] updates discriminative features via online boosting meth-
ods. Struck [13] uses an SVM classifier to generate and learn the labels online
for tracking and KCF [15] samples the region around the target. The cyclic shifts
simulates translations of the target object. TLD [17] uses two types of experts to
train the detector online while tracking. The discriminative methods can tackle
cluttered background scenes. However they are sensitive to noise because not a lot
of information is available to train the classifier in the initial frame and therefore
commonly suffer from tracking drift.
Part-based trackers [42], [16] divide the object in smaller regions or patches,
while [35] uses superpixels as discriminative features and use learning to distinguish
the object from background. The work of Cai et al. [4], proposes to decompose the
object into superpixels and then use graph matching to find the association among
frames. Due to their robust appearance representation using multiple parts, they
provide useful cues during partial occlusion. On the other hand, they may not be
able to handle object deformation due to the abrupt variation in translation of
multiple parts.
Some trackers like CAT [38] and SemiT [12], use contextual information or sup-
porting regions to deal with occlusion. But they might suffer from ambiguities due
to the presence of several region of interest with their context. Some authors com-
bine multiple features [40], or multiple trackers [18], to maintain multiple appear-
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ance models. An extensive summary on various appearance model representations
and visual object trackers can be found in [30] and [39] respectively.
More related to our work are keypoint-based trackers SAT [3], CMT [24], and
CTSE [5]. SAT [3] uses a circular region for initializing tracking and computes a
color histogram for that region. Further, keypoints are detected for the same re-
gion. For limiting the search region, it uses a particle filter framework for keypoint
detection and matching for the next frame. It uses a histogram filtering method
for estimating the quality of tracking. CMT [24] uses optical flow and consensus
method that aid in finding reliable matches and hence improve tracking. CMT does
not perform appearance update of the keypoint model. CTSE [5] uses a structural
configuration of keypoint features to track an object and refrain from updating
the model. In contrast to previous keypoint-based tracking algorithms where the
search region is limited, our proposed tracker searches the entire image for finding
matches and verify these matches for mutual correspondence for higher reliabil-
ity. This way our tracker can track object that have fast motion. The proposed
appearance star graph-like model tackles object deformation due to appearance
change of the object. Our method also introduces the concept of short and long-
term consistencies of a keypoint feature. Together, the consistencies help to retain
good features in the appearance model for object location and to predict stable
outputs for object location by temporarily ignoring some keypoints present in the
anchor point appearance model, yet keeping them in the model if they usually
predict well.
3 Ideation
The model is inspired by deformable parts that has been used in the domain of
object recognition and detection [10]. In their method, the object is divided into
smaller parts that are arranged in a star graph-like configuration. Each part is rep-
resented directly or indirectly in terms of other parts, and thus there is interaction
among them. In our approach, the idea of interaction is slightly different. Here, the
keypoints are described in relation to the center of the object by a vector (Refer
Figure 1). Thus, the keypoints are expressed in relation to the object center and
not in terms of each other and thus can be considered as anchor points. Hence,
except for object center position, no information is shared among the keypoints,
which are unique and independent from each other.
The interaction of keypoints with the center of the object is quite unique, as
these keypoints belonging to the object bear a similar motion with respect to the
object center. Our hypothesis is that keypoints with a constrained vector structure
that have similar motion with respect to object center helps in predicting object’s
position in the next frame, because the encoded structure represents a strong
feature of the object that has been already learnt with the help of anchor point
features (Refer Figure 1). Therefore, when the object moves in the next frame,
the keypoints with respect to the object center will also move by the same spa-
tial translation, keeping the constrained vector of these keypoints approximately
constant with the new position (P’) of the re-matched keypoint as the reference.
Hence, by re-detecting and matching the same keypoints for an object in the next
frame, the new object position can be located.
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Fig. 1: Anchor point Appearance Model. Note when the object moves, blue key-
point shifts to green (P to P’), its position changes but the encoded constrained
vector L is intact.
This model is robust to heavy occlusion as independent acting keypoints can
be detected and tracked even if some keypoints become latent (not visible) during
the tracking process. Our novel appearance model is efficient for tackling tracking
challenges like distractors, occlusions (long and short), illumination variations, etc.
because the keypoints with their structured vector point to the object center to
locate it and vote with their short-term and long-term consistencies. The long-
term consistency is adapted online for a keypoint feature and aids in retaining
good learnt keypoint features in the anchor point appearance model, whereas the
short-term consistency is an evaluation of a prediction response by a keypoint fea-
ture for current frame. Therefore, even if some keypoints become latent, still the
location can be predicted using other visible keypoints. The short-term and long-
term consistencies associated with a keypoint act as a feature learning memory.
The voting by an anchor point for the object center is performed using a gaussian
window, which compensates for the keypoint displacement during object defor-
mation. Further, the constrained vector is distinctive and tackles with distractors
and background. Finally, the proposed model is not limited to specific objects and
thus can be applied to a wide range of embedded vision robotics and surveillance
applications.
4 Tracking Using Numerous Anchor points
In this section our proposed tracker called TUNA (Tracking Using Numerous An-
chor points) is detailed. Figure 2 represents the block diagram of our tracking
system. The main system components are feature extractor, appearance model, obser-
vation model, object localization, consistency adaptation and finally appearance model
updater.
The term anchor point refers to a keypoint and vector pointing to the object
center, along with its consistencies. The tracking is executed as follows. In the
first frame keypoints are extracted and described for the initialized bounding box.
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Fig. 2: Tracking using Numerous Anchor points (TUNA)
These keypoints are modeled in a star-like structure with the object center as the
root of the tree and their vectors (Euclidean distances in X and Y) with respect
to the center are encoded (Refer Figure 1). With this step, the construction of the
anchor point appearance model is completed. At the same time, the global model
is built by computing pixel-level LBSP and color RGB reference models. Then,
keypoint features are detected and described in the next frame and are matched for
similarity with the keypoints present in the anchor point appearance model. This
is the observation model, where the keypoint descriptors are matched for similarity
using L2 norm. Then, each matched keypoint votes with its associated anchor
point and its present location for the object center for the current frame. For
object localization, all the individual votes are analyzed for maximum aggregation of
votes, which represent the final object position. The consistency adaptation reflects
the consistency of prediction of anchor points present in the model. The long-term
consistency evolves over the tracking process and becomes larger if a keypoint is
re-matched and predicts closer to the final target center and vice-versa. While
the short-term consistency prevents abrupt change of object location predictions
due to dynamic appearance changes. The appearance model updater computes for
maximum similarity between the final tracking output obtained in previous step
with the RGB and LBSP appearance models for deciding if the model should be
updated or not. In this step, new anchor points (keypoint features with their vector
and consistency) are added to the anchor point model and poor keypoint features
are removed from it based on their consistencies.
4.1 Feature Extraction
In this step, three features are extracted viz., anchor point features (SIFT [21] key-
points encoded with a vector pointing to the center of the object), color (RGB)
and pixel level binary features (LBSP [3]). First, keypoints are detected and de-
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scribed for the bounding box and encoded into anchor points. SIFT keypoints are
used as they are proven robust to illumination, rotation, scale etc. [21]. Any other
keypoints can be used. Similarly, RGB histogram and LBSP descriptors are com-
puted for the object contained in the bounding box. The LBSP is a 16-bit binary
coded descriptor and provides pixel level modeling. For the RGB color model, a
weighted 3-D histogram for all the pixel values lying in the initialized bounding
box is calculated. Hence, in the proposed tracking framework, three features are
kept as reference models for the object to be tracked. For object localization only
anchor point features are used whereas the color and pixel-level features are used
during the anchor point appearance model update.
4.2 Anchor Point Appearance Model
The filtered keypoints obtained from the initialized axis-aligned bounding box, can
be visualized in the form of a directed star graph-like structure denoted as G(P,L),
where vertices are directed towards the center. P represents the keypoints belong-
ing to the object (Refer Figure 1) and edge L, represents the connection between
the vertices and the root of the structure. In our scenario, the vector of a keypoint
is an edge, and is denoted as L = [∆xki ], directed towards the center. Here, ∆xki
contains the Euclidean distance of the keypoint’s location xki with respect to the
center. Hence, the anchor point appearance model consists of the following:
– Descriptor of keypoint in the anchor point model
– Constraint vector of a keypoint that describes its location with respect to the
object center Consistencies denoted by L
– ST (short-term) and LT (long-term) consistencies of a keypoint that indicates
the keypoint’s relevance for the object. A keypoint located nearby to the object
center will have higher LT consistency as compared to others and is adapted
online with a learning parameter during the tracking process. Further, the
keypoint’s ST will have a higher value if its individual prediction for the object
center is closer to the globally voted object localization by all the keypoints
present in anchor point model.
4.3 Observation Model
After the construction of the appearance model in the first frame, the keypoints
are detected and described for the subsequent frame. Detecting keypoints all over
the frame helps in finding an object having large or abrupt motion. Then, these
keypoints are matched for similarity with the feature descriptors of the keypoints
present in the anchor point appearance model by comparing their feature descrip-
tors using L2 norm. For filtering bad keypoint matches, the ratio test of [21] is
used, and the matches that have a distance ratio of more than 0.9 are removed.
Moreover, the mutual matching correspondence of keypoints between consecutive
frames is confirmed, i.e, one-sided matched keypoints are not considered for voting
and object localization. Only two-sided mutual matches are kept.
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For the rest of the text in the paper, the matching of a keypoint will refer
to matching of keypoint in the current frame with those keypoints present in the
anchor point appearance model.
4.4 Object Localization
Fig. 3: Visualization of keypoint voting and object localization. Here yellow tri-
angles represent the consistency of a keypoint. Bigger yellow triangles represent
higher consistency and vice-versa.
Consider visualizing the voting by a keypoint for the object center in the image
space (Refer Figure 3). The pixel location at which the keypoint is pointing for the
object center, is centering a Gaussian patch which gives more value to the center
than other pixel locations around it. The advantage of voting in a Gaussian patch
is that it allows to localize the object center even if the keypoint gets displaced
from its original configuration in the anchor point appearance model and thus, is
flexible towards deformation of object. Therefore, when a keypoint ki is matched,
it votes for the object center x, with its structured constrained vector (Lki) as :
P (x|ki) ∝ 1√
2pi|Σ|
exp(−0.5(x− (Lki + xki))TΣ−1(x− (Lki + xki)) (1)
Here, P (x|ki) is the constraint vector score given by a keypoint, ki for the
object center, x, and Σ is covariance.
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Hence, each keypoint votes for the object center with its constrained vector
score, its long-term consistency, and its short-term consistency as a total score
in a Score Matrix, SM . Therefore, the total score for the object center can be
formulated as a likelihood function, which is given by the dot product of the
constrained vector score of a keypoint, its long-term consistency, and its short-
term consistency. Hence, the likelihood expression as a function of total score by
a keypoint can be written as :
SM(x) =
K∑
i=0
P (x|ki).LTCki .STCki I(ki∈K) (2)
where, LTCki is the long-term consistency, STCki is short-term consistency of a
keypoint, and I(k(i)∈K) is an indicator function, which is set for keypoints contained
in the anchor point appearance model that are matched in current frame. K is the
total number of keypoints present in the anchor point appearance model. The
cluster where the sum of individual scores is highest is taken as the final object
center location, denoted as xOCenter. The cluster shown a dashed blue colored
triangle in Figure 3 represents that majority of keypoints are voting for the same
object location. For better understanding, Figure 4 illustrates the matching of
keypoints between consecutive frames and their voting in the Score Matrix for
object localization. The dark red represents the predicted object center and has
the highest value in the Score Matrix. Hence, the final object location is given by:
xOCenter = arg max (SM(x)|x ∈ SM) (3)
4.5 Model Parameter Estimation
Long-term (LT) consistency of a keypoint : It is estimated using a measure called
closeness, MCki associated with a keypoint, and is measured by computing the
proximity of a keypoint’s prediction for object center denoted as xPredCenterki ,
with respect to the final obtained object center using Equation 3. It is calculated
using Equation 4 for the current frame T .
M tCki
= max((1− |α(xOCenter − xPredCenterki )|), 0.0) (4)
Hence, a keypoint that predicts closer to the center will have higher closeness
value, as compared to others. The keypoints which predicted very far from the
final obtained center are assigned a value of 0.0, thus reducing their impact on
voting for the object center for the future frames. This parameter is adapted for
all the frames as we will see in the next subsection. For the initial frame, closeness
measure for all the keypoints present in the appearance model are initialized using
Equation 5 as:
M t0Cki
= max((1− |α ∗ L0ki |), 0.5) (5)
Here, L0ki is the initial vector associated with each keypoint ki for frame T0,
and α is closeness factor. In the first frame LT consistency of a keypoint equals to
M t0Cki
. The motive of using such an initialization function is to help in assigning
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Fig. 4: Illustration of keypoint matching between consecutive frames and their cor-
responding Score Matrix. The red color signifies more votes for the object center.
Please note that for the pixels that are farther from the center, the values decrease
gradually.
larger closeness value to those located keypoints that lie closer to the object center
(indicating that the keypoints probably belong to the object) as compared to those
which are farther (indicating that they may belong to the background). Thus, 0.5
is assigned to pixels that are farther from the center instead of zero so that they
can be still considered for object location. Moreover, since it is the first frame,
there lies is a slight degree of uncertainty.
Short-term (ST) consistency of a keypoint : By analyzing how far away the key-
point predicted from the final object center obtained in frame t, the impact of
ki for future object center predictions in voting can be controlled. For instance,
if a keypoint’s prediction for the object center is very close to the object center
obtained from Equation 3 in frame t, then its short-term consistency for frame
t + 1 increases using Equation 6. But on the other hand, if a keypoint voted far
from the object center then its short-term consistency for prediction for object
center reduces for frame t+ 1. The advantage of analyzing short-term consistency
is that it aids in coping with sudden appearance changes of the object due to oc-
clusion, rotation, illumination etc. For instance, if a keypoint has a high long-term
consistency and due to sudden appearance change, the keypoint votes incorrectly
for the object center with a higher voting score, its short-term consistency will be
lower, therefore reducing its impact globally for the voting score in Equation 3 :
ST t+1Cki
= exp
(
−
(xtPredCenterki
− xtOCenter)2
η
)
(6)
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where η is a scaling factor.
4.6 Model Parameter Adaptation
In this step, the long-term consistency of a keypoint is adapted for all the keypoints
that are present in the appearance model depending on their closeness measure.
Keypoints that are matched more often, and for which their individual prediction
is closer to the majority prediction obtained from Equation 3, will have larger
closeness as compared to the rest of the keypoints that are predicting farther.
This also provides an indication that whether the keypoint belongs to the object
or the background, since if a keypoint does not predict for the center or if it is
predicting very far, its closeness will be less and its long-term consistency will
reduce eventually, according to Equation 7.
LT t+1Cki
=
{
(1− δ)LT tCki + δM
t
Cki
, if I(ki∈K)is true
(1− δ)LT tCki , otherwise
(7)
where, δ is an adaptation factor.
Fig. 5: Scale Estimation
4.7 Appearance Model Update
Finally, the appearance model is updated only when a high tracking quality is
achieved. The criteria for measuring the tracking quality is based on two features,
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viz., the local pixel level LBSP (Local Binary Similarity Pattern) feature, and the
global RGB color feature respectively. Only the anchor point appearance model
is used for object localization and it is updated during tracking process based on
matching similarity criteria of LBSP and RGB color features that are kept as
reference models from the initial frame. Hence, after every object location by the
tracker using the anchor point model, the LBSP and RGB color models for the
obtained bounding box are matched for similarity with their respective LBSP and
weighted RGB reference models. The LBSP descriptor is matched for similarity
using Hamming distance and the weighted color histogram is matched for similarity
using L2 norm respectively. The advantage of having a weighted color histogram,
is to give more importance to the foreground pixels that are closer to the object
center and less importance to the background pixels.
If the similarity comparisons agree with the reference models, then new an-
chor points are added to the anchor point appearance model. The newly added
keypoints are initialized with their respective structured constrained vectors and
consistency values. The keypoints whose long-term consistency is poor and is lower
than a threshold of LTCmin are removed from the model.
4.8 Scale Estimation
To adapt the scale to the current object location, we utilize a pairwise distance
measure between keypoints that have been matched for similarity between two
consecutive frames. This Euclidean paired distance represents the distance be-
tween keypoints and indicates how much the keypoint has moved due to the scale
change of the object. Moreover, by taking a mean of these paired distances, a
single computed scale value can be applied to the bounding box. The number
of keypoints that are considered for computing the pairwise distance depends on
the total number of matches between two consecutive frames and their long-term
consistency. The distance between the keypoint having the highest consistency
(represented by blue color in Figure 5) with all other keypoints (represented by
green color) are computed for frame T . Similarly, their corresponding distance is
noted in frame T + 1.
Then, a distance ratio is computed for a keypoint pair and is given by d(T +
1)/dT and a mean value is computed. The final scale change is applied to the
bounding box after a period of every ten frames. Moreover, it is only applied when
the mean lies within ± 10 % of the initial size of the target object. This is because,
we assume that the scale of the object would not undergo such an abrupt difference
in scale between two consecutive frames. Note, the scale estimation is not limited
to a fixed aspect ratio of the object.
5 Additional details on the working of TUNA
Due to partial occlusion, some keypoints become latent (not visible) during the
tracking process. Therefore, only the keypoints having indicator function, I(k(i)∈K),
as one can be tracked. These keypoints act independently for object prediction
and vote for the object center with their vector and their consistencies. Together
the LT and ST consistencies associated with features helps in voting for object
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localization, since the consistent performing features only vote in the score matrix
with their associated consistencies.
For some frames, if there are no matches due to a long-term occlusion, motion
blur or an out-of-plane rotation, the last obtained object location is not updated
until the object appears again and the consistent keypoints present in the an-
chor point model start predicting again. Refraining from updating the location
during this time helps in making less location errors. Together, the LT and ST
consistencies prevent abrupt prediction changes when the object undergoes large
appearance variations during tracking. For example, it may be possible that a
background keypoint having LT consistency is present in the anchor point model,
and is predicting wrongly for the object center. But, while evaluating its ST con-
sistency, its value is lower for the next frame, since it predicted farther from the
object center obtained using Equation 2. Hence, when it votes again for object
center in the next frame with its consistencies, the voting score reduces in the
score matrix for the next frame. This is because the LT consistency reduces due to
its adaptation by learning factor, according to Equation 7 and the ST consistency
reduces, according to Equation 6 respectively. This helps in preventing erroneous
object location predictions.
Further, during object deformation some keypoints may get displaced, there-
fore when a keypoint votes for the object centering a Gaussian patch, the gaussian
acts a flexible window for the keypoint displacement. Hence, the higher value
assignment to the center as compared to rest of the pixels surrounding the key-
point makes TUNA tolerant to deformations. Further, the anchor point appearance
model with constrained vector is distinctive and helps to deal with distractors and
background because the model captures the pattern of the local information of the
object using keypoint descriptor and the global information of the object with the
keypoint constrained vector.
6 Evaluation
The tracker performance is evaluated on a recent benchmark [37] having 51 video
sequences. The video sequences have several attributes like severe illumination
changes, abrupt motion changes, object deformations and appearance changes,
scale variations, camera motion, long-term scenarios and occlusions. Our results
are compared against other classic tracking algorithms: Multiple Instance Learn-
ing (MIL) [2], Color-based Probabilistic tracking (CPF) [26], Circulant Structure
of tracking-by-detection with Kernels (CSK) [14], Kernel-based object tracking
(KMS) [8], Semi-supervised on-line boosting for robust Tracking (SemiT) [12], real-
time Compressive Tracking (CT) [41], Beyond Semi-Supervised Tracking (BSBT)
[32], Robust Fragments-based Tracking using the integral histogram (Frag) [1],
Tracking-Learning-Detection (TLD) [17], Mean-Shift blob tracking through Scale
space (SMS) [6], Online Robust Image Alignment via iterative convex optimiza-
tion (ORIA) [36], visual tracking via Adaptive Structural Local sparse Appearance
model (ASLA) [16], and Incremental learning for robust Visual Tracking (IVT)
[28], respectively.
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6.1 Quantitative Evaluation
Fig. 6: Precision and Success plots on all 51 video sequences. The proposed tracker
TUNA outperforms several other state-of-the-art trackers. Best viewed in color and
zoomed in.
The evaluation is done using the standard evaluation protocol suggested by
[37], which uses two criteria. The first is precision, where position error between
the center of the tracking result and that of the ground truth is used. A threshold of
20 pixels is used for ranking the trackers. This threshold represents the percentage
of frames for which the tracker was less than 20 pixels from the ground truth.
The second is success that represents the bounding box overlap of the tracking
result with the ground-truth. The overlap is the ratio of intersection and union of
predicted bounding box with the ground-truth bounding box. Instead of using the
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standard threshold of 0.5, this benchmark uses AUC (Area Under Curve) and the
threshold is varied from 0 to 1 and the AUC across all the thresholds is reported
as success results. A larger AUC indicates higher accuracy of the tracker.
Algorithm Overall Precision AUC
TUNA (Proposed)
Anchor Point Model + LBSP 53.0% 40.9%
Anchor Point Model + RGB 51.7% 38.1%
Anchor Point Model + LBSP + RGB 53.5% 40.2%
TUNA (Without Scale) 52.4% 39.9%
CSK [14] 51.6% 39.8%
MIL [2] 46.8% 35.9%
TLD [17] 55.9% 43.7%
Frag [1] 44.5% 35.2%
Table 1: Summary of Experimental Results on the 51 video dataset. The bold
italic represents the best results and bold represents the second best results.
We tested three versions of our proposed tracker TUNA viz., first using an-
chor point model for object localization and LBSP features as reference model
for appearance update, and the second using anchor point model for object local-
ization and RGB feature as reference model for appearance and third one using
anchor point model for object localization and LBSP and RGB features, both as
reference models for appearance update. We remark that by using the third ver-
sion, the overall precision of the tracker increases (Refer Table 1 and Figure 6). In
addition, when tested without scale estimation, the precision and success of the
tracker reduces a little. TUNA performs second after TLD which emphasizes that
detection module is an important engineering component in the tracker. TUNA1
is implemented in C++ using OpenCV 3.0.0 library2. It runs at a mean FPS of
8 (computed over the 51 sequences) on Intel Core i7 @ 3.40 GHz, 8GB RAM
computer. The parameters used in all experiments for TUNA are summarized in
Table 2. The approximate computational complexity of TUNA is quadratic. The
complexity can be attributed to the matching of keypoints between two frames as
O(k1k2), where k1 represents the number of keypoints in the appearance model
and k2 represents the number of keypoints detected in the next consecutive frame.
Additionally, voting by keypoints for center location and finding the maximum in
the SM (Score Matrix) is O(n2), where n is the size of the image.
6.2 Attribute Wise Analysis
As seen from Table 3, low resolution (LR) severely affects the performance of
most of the trackers. But our proposed tracker TUNA performs the best among
all, showing the superiority of the anchor point model. Even in videos with low
resolution, keypoint features can be extracted and thus encoding the structure
of the object. Hence, keypoints with the structure votes accurately for the object
1 https://bitbucket.org/tanushri/tuna
2 http://opencv.org/
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Table 2: Parameters used in all Experiments
TUNA Parameters Value
Closeness Parameter α = 0.005
ST Consistency Parameter η = 5000.0
LT Consistency Initialization λ = 0.5
LT Consistency Adaptation δ = 0.1
LT Consistency Min. Threshold LCmin = 0.1
location. Unlike other trackers that perform poorly, CSK that uses densely sampled
features, can cope up.
Among all the other attributes, TLD performs better than other trackers show-
ing the importance on its re-detection and failure module engineered in the tracker.
Nevertheless, such component can further improve the performance of our pro-
posed tracker, but TUNA still proves its superiority over TLD in low resolution
(LR) and performs competitively on other challenging sequences performing as
second best.
TUNA is able to perform very well in video sequences having motion blur
(MB) due to the following facts. As each keypoint votes for the object location is
associated with LT and ST consistencies, which are adapted during the tracking
process, it helps to avoid too many wrong predictions. For instance, if a keypoint
is LT consistent but if its ST consistency is too low, its voting contribution in
score matrix for object location reduces. This also indicates, that a keypoint from
background (or an outlier) might be predicting for the object center wrongly, if
it is included in the model. Thus, it is better to have few good predictions rather
than having too many false predictions for object location. Moreover, maintaining
a holistic color model and local pixel level helps in preventing unwanted model
update, therefore preventing the model from drifts. TUNA also performs well on
videos having fast motion (FM) as keypoints are detected all over the frame.
Therefore, matching for object location is performed on a larger search region,
unlike ASLA where the search region is limited due to the particle filter.
For videos with occlusion (OCC), TLD performs best due to its re-detection
scheme. Note that the color features prove their distinctiveness for occlusion with
CPF tracker. TUNA performs competitively here ranking as third among others.
This is because even if some keypoints become hidden due to occlusion, the in-
dependent acting keypoints in the anchor point model votes for the object center
with their consistencies. Moreover, the keypoints from the background will have
smaller LT consistency and smaller voting contribution as compared to the fore-
ground keypoints. Hence, there are fewer chances for incorrect object prediction
during partial occlusion.
The proposed tracker is able to handle object deformation (DEF) very well.
This is because when a keypoint is matched, it votes with the anchor points (that
has the constrained vector structure of a keypoint) centered with Gaussian patch.
Hence, even if the keypoints get displaced due to object deformation, the gaussian
patch allows voting in a neighborhood with more emphasis on the center pixel,
which makes it handle the error associated with the keypoint deformation. For
some frames, if there are no matches due to long-term occlusion and out-of-plane
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rotation, the obtained object location is not updated until the object appears again
and the keypoints start predicting, thus making erroneous location errors.
The pairwise ratio distance between keypoints helps to gauge the scale change
between two frames accurately by analyzing the LT consistencies of keypoints.
Moreover, the scaling technique does not take into account any fixed aspect ratio
and thus can be applied to objects of various sizes. TUNA ranks third among
the state-of-the-art trackers for scale variations (SV). The videos with background
clutter (BC) also impacts the performance of all trackers except CSK, showing
dense sampling of negative features around the object helps to better discriminate
the object from background.
6.3 Tracking behavior during the entire duration of the video sequences
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 7: Tracking behavior of the trackers for the entire video sequences: (a) boy (b) soccer (c)
girl (d) jumping (best viewed when zoomed in)
Figure 7 shows the tracking results for the Center Location Error (CLE) on the
entire duration of the video sequences: boy, soccer, girl and jumping respectively.
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These video sequences have several tracking challenges like in-plane rotation, out-
of-plane rotation, fast motion of the object, highly cluttered background etc..The
CLE is computed as the Euclidean distance between the center location of the
tracker’s output (bounding box) with the center location of the bounding box of the
ground truth. It can be seen that TUNA is able to track during the whole duration
of sequence and does not loose track of the object, as compared to others which
might have drifted or lost track during challenges like large object motion, both
in-plane and out-of-plane rotation, background clutter except the soccer sequence.
It is a sequence which contains a highly cluttered background and almost all the
trackers have a large variation from the ground-truth center.
6.4 Qualitative Evaluation
To better demonstrate the performance of TUNA, snapshots for some challeng-
ing video sequences are presented in Figure 8. Note that TUNA tracks success-
fully object in long video sequences like doll and lemming that contain more than
1000 frames. This is because of the property of the anchor point model that re-
members the holistic appearance of the object. Moreover, the keypoints that are
matched frequently with higher LT and ST consistencies, help to track the object
till the end of the sequence. Moreover, the parameter adaptation of LT consis-
tency associated with keypoints in the model, helps to retain relevant features
and remove unreliable features from the model. TUNA results can be found at
https://sites.google.com/view/tunatc/tuna.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, an online adaptive model-free tracker with a novel anchor point
appearance model is proposed. The keypoints are assembled into anchor point
features that are arranged in a star graph-like structure with the object center.
All the anchor points in the structure votes for the object center and the object
localization is done by analyzing the maximum of these voting scores by every
keypoint in a score matrix. Our results prove that the anchor point model with
constrained structure, acts as robust feature for visual object tracking specifically
for tracking objects in low resolution, motion blur, or having deformation or abrupt
motion. The voting by a keypoint with a Gaussian helps to tackle the deformation
of the object. The dynamic adaptation of long-term consistency and short-term
consistency of a keypoint helps in stable and accurate object localization. For the
adaptation of scale, a new keypoint pairwise distance measure is proposed. It does
not involve complex geometrical or rotation calculation unlike existing methods.
Finally, the crucial update of the system is governed by finding similarity of the
local pixel level binary features and global weighted color features reference mod-
els. Along with this, the features are added and removed from the anchor point
appearance model based on their LT consistencies. Nevertheless, the robustness
of the proposed tracking approach relies on the keypoint detection step. An inter-
esting direction for future work is to extend the proposed tracker with a detection
framework, which may improve further the performance of the tracker.
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Fig. 8: Snapshots results of selected tracking algorithms on video sequences: lem-
ming, david, deer, motorcycling, faceocc1, sylvester, trellis and couple respectively.
TUNA CSK MIL TLD Frag
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Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art trackers on videos having attributes:
Motion Blur (MB), Fast Motion (FM), Background Clutter (BC), Deformation
(DEF), Illumination Variation (IV), In-plane Rotation (IPR), Low Resolution
(LR), Occlusion (OCC), Out-of-plane-Rotation (OPR), Out-of-View (OV), Scale
Variation (SV). The bold italic represents the best results and bold represents the
second best results.
Overall Precision
Video Att. MB FM BC DEF IV IPR LR OCC OPR OV SV
TUNA(Prop.) 0.476 0.452 0.348 0.487 0.415 0.463 0.438 0.486 0.487 0.474 0.512
MIL [2] 0.338 0.382 0.450 0.447 0.387 0.448 0.168 0.427 0.461 0.390 0.462
CPF [26] 0.298 0.365 0.402 0.488 0.386 0.456 0.134 0.501 0.510 0.455 0.464
CSK [14] 0.346 0.362 0.534 0.440 0.469 0.513 0.437 0.475 0.506 0.361 0.494
KMS [8] 0.372 0.359 0.391 0.404 0.384 0.375 0.232 0.401 0.401 0.385 0.408
SemiT [12] 0.339 0.352 0.368 0.421 0.309 0.371 0.432 0.391 0.383 0.314 0.376
CT [41] 0.316 0.333 0.327 0.418 0.352 0.368 0.138 0.406 0.390 0.348 0.419
BSBT [32] 0.330 0.329 0.329 0.372 0.324 0.388 0.244 0.393 0.400 0.415 0.345
Frag [1] 0.274 0.323 0.404 0.444 0.320 0.388 0.147 0.441 0.426 0.324 0.379
SMS [6] 0.299 0.321 0.327 0.417 0.346 0.332 0.170 0.402 0.401 0.337 0.400
TLD [2] 0.482 0.517 0.420 0.469 0.497 0.545 0.339 0.518 0.546 0.553 0.562
ORIA [36] 0.246 0.276 0.377 0.342 0.408 0.479 0.236 0.431 0.466 0.323 0.431
ASLA [16] 0.283 0.270 0.484 0.426 0.499 0.501 0.174 0.444 0.500 0.322 0.539
IVT [28] 0.220 0.219 0.395 0.389 0.387 0.435 0.272 0.430 0.435 0.290 0.473
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